
Your  Thoughts are Whatever your reality becomes. 



It was great to receive this award from

Queen and Company which has an

amazing group of women. 

International fashion Week 2018.

 

October 6, 2018 Halifax Casino

It gave me an opportunity to dialogue

about my Journey of how I became an

author and how I over came stage 4

cancer.  

 

God had restore and renewed me.

 

Author, Bridget Williams 



LOOKING IN
THE MIRROR

Where we are right now

Have you ever taken the time to look in the

mirror.  Try not looking in the mirror with a

negative eye.  Your flows, your lines, your

skin, your wrinkles, your defects.  We tend

to do this often.

 

Begin to look as yourself as being

beautiful and blessed in every way. 

 Looking in the mirror and see the true

defining you.  Your reflection is like sun

light.   It becomes a reflection of who you

want to be each day. 

 

Your personality does not lie with in the

Mirror.  Don't be afraid to look at

yourself.  When we look in the mirror it

also is based on how we feel about

ourselves.  Our reflection may be one of

erosion because of our thoughts.

 

You may even begin to think about what

other say about yourself unkindly or

kindly.   Usually it is unkind because we

may be lacking in esteem. 

Time to look 
in the mirror

Author, Bridget C. Williams 
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READY TO SEE

THE WORLD

INTERNATIONAL BEST

SELLING AUTHOR

THANK YOU VICTORIA WINTERTON AND

THE EXPERT PUBLISHING COMPANY for

allowing me to be part of this magnificent

journal My Journey my Journal as a Co-

Author. 

I appreciate this 2019
Eippy Award and will

treasure it. 
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ATLANTIC LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

  There was a number of topics  for those
individuals who are well seasoned or early in their
journey into becoming a leader. 
 
It was revitalizing and amazing to feel the power of
positive impact in the room.  The sky is the limit
and don't give up. 
 
The topics that engage your team development.
Some of the topic were about team dynamics,
helping others,  inclusion and diversity, being
intentional, executing, transitioning,  empowering
and so much more. 
 
To hear the amazing journeys of these magnificent
women was a magnitude of empowerment. 

NETWORKING
EVENT

Your purpose has power
and this affects how you

make 
others feel. 

By Author, Bridget Williams

This was an explosion of phenomenal  leadership.  
It was intense with amazing energy which left you wanting more.



NETWORKING THROUGH A DIFFERENT LENSE

Rediscovering the you that you never knew. 

Bridget C. Williams



THE COLOR
PURPLE

If you have an opportunity to support
local talent.  It was a phenomenal play
which portrays a deep rooted
transparency of the past and which still
exist today. 
 
The characters took us on a journey of
rediscovery and how blessed we are. To
see Jeremiah Sparks, and Lyris Daye
from Nova Scotia this touch my heart
strings.   It was a magnificent platitude
of talents.  Elevera Ross of Ebony Hair
was the stylist and the other shop stylist
for this show.  Using local talent will
keep the talent in the province.  
 
 
 

S U P P O R T I N G  L O C A L  T A L E N T

COLOR PURPLE

THE 

Author, Bridget C. Williams 
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Rememberance Day 2019
Lest We Forget

Remembrance Day Service

with Corporal Sarah Jobes.

 
 Thank you for fighting for

this country and for being

part of the Canadian Armed

Forces. We appreciate you

and all that you do and stand

for. We admire you.











For 75 years BDC has been helping

Canadian entrepreneurs build and

grow their businesses. For BDC Small

Business Week we're joining them in

celebrating the people behind the

business. Here's Bridget C. Williams

on entrepreneurship:

 
 

"Being a small business owner it allows you to

have a more a closer relationship with your

clients/customers. They are not just a number

like the big chains stores. You get an

opportunity to network with so many other

small businesses and amazing people.

Networking at events and conferences permit

businesses to gain valuable face time with

potential purchasers that will increase

awareness of your business’s brand, and

develop relationships. 

SMAL L  BUS INESS  WEEK

CENTRE  FOR  WOMEN  I N

BUS INESS  -  MOUNT  SA IN T

V INCENT  UN IVERS I T Y  



The only downside is that you can’t

attend them all.Educational

opportunities are available to you

which have a huge impact on your

business opportunities. Woman-

owned business gives businesses

access to an exclusive niche that is

desirable within the business

industries. The training programs,

educational workshops, and

mentorship programs are fuel for

business. It is through healthy

competition that we are inspired to

innovate and motivate.

 

 

Personal growth on this

transformation journey while

helping the economy. We must be

prepared to do business with all the

assets you will need in today’s

world, even if you have to change

things.Don’t give up keep moving.

 

"Bridget C. Williams, Author

Member from 2017-2018

 

For more information on Small

Business

Week: https://www.bdc.ca/en/small-

business-

week/pages/home.aspx#BDCsbw

CENTRE  FOR  WOMEN  I N

BUS INESS  

What is rewarding is when you have the

Aha moment when you reach others that

you don’t know you personally. When

people actually say your product has

helped them or a family member. It is so

surreal and humbling. You realize you are

helping people and that’s what it is all

about. You get personal satisfaction

when you know your product is working.

I go by what I hear and not by what I see.









Bridget is from the community of East Preston and

was coming home to die (Stage 4 Cancer). She

turned her situation into something victorious by

creating 21 self-help books to help others. What

Bridget finds intriguing is when strangers say the

books helped them.

 

My transformational journey.  Coming out of the

shadows of others and stepping into something

empowering. Helping others has been something

taught from childhood.  Stepping out and speaking

out.  Being a vessel of recovery and having a voice

which is impacting others. Being given the opportunity

to speak, facilitate, present, to have written 21 books

that are on Amazon, Barnes and Nobles. To receive a

number of awards and acknowledgements just for

being real and transparent - I was not ready for this. I

look back over these things and say wow, this is truly

humbling. The fear factor is now facing everything

and releasing it.

My gowth and shift -When people actually tell me

that the books helped them or a family

member.  Using my personal life experience and

writing about it. Not realizing how my books and my

story would impact or affect others.  Finding that

through the different stages of this journey, to not

just exist. I now actually have a voice by being

transparent. 

 

People love realness and intention.  This experience

has taught me a lot more about people – our

commonalities. Having the opportunity to listen to

the stories and experiences of others and how my

outlook on life has gave them hope.  Believing that

everything happens for a reason and a season and

you can learn from it. I am not defined by my past

circumstances.  My growth factor to date has been

starting my life over and being a survivor. I believe

that life is a constant work in progress. Realizing I

have more potential than I thought. Rebuilding my

life and transforming into a more empowered

women. Being able to still find ways to learn and

grow every day. To enhance, and embrace changes,

and transformation.  

Author, Speaker, Workshop Facilitator

“I found the power and passion by not allowing my circumstances to define me. Looking at

the past as experience to find my purpose through my pain as I moved forward”.



2019 SINCLAIR WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP  FUNDRAISER
The Guest Speaker was Hon. Wayne Adams 

 
Wayne Adams, CM ONS is a former Canadian provincial
 politician who was the first Black Canadian member of 
the Nova Scotia House of Assembly and Cabinet Minister.
 
 A Haligonian by birth, Wayne Adams became the first 
black person in the history of Nova Scotia to be elected to 
its Legislative Assembly and subsequently the first and 
only black Cabinet Minister to serve the Province of
Nova Scotia. Elected in 1993 for the riding of "Preston" 
on a campaign message to stop the growth and future 
development of municipal dumps near low income 
families, he made a cleaner and safer environment 
his main platform plank.
 
His legislative accomplishments also included the introduction 
of the Protected Spaces Act that preserved nearly 8,000 acres 
of environmentally significant land for the enjoyment of future
 generations. These initiatives have subsequently been copied by other provinces and indeed,
countries around the world.
 
Listen to the smooth voice of Wayne Adams on  105.9 SEASIDE-FM's , host of the Wayne
Adams Gospel Hour (Sun 8:AM).



FAMILY OF SINCLAIR
WILLIAMS 

Sinclair Williams Sr. was the First Black
Police Officer in the City of Dartmouth, NS.

The scholarship was created to inspire
youth FROM the black communities to be

more engaging into policing industry. 
 

Missing family Members are Vincent 
 (Teddy) Williams and Sinclair Williams Jr. 



SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 










